Annexure – ‘AH’
Dated: 15.12.2016

Schedule for 3rd counseling:On the basis of the written test held on 25th September, 2016 the detailed
result has been uploaded on the Markfed website www.markfedpunjab.com.
As per the result, 1st & 2nd counseling were held from 25th to 28th October
2016 and 17th to 18th November 2016 respectively in the office of Punjab State
Cooperative Supply and Marketing Federation Limited (MARKFED), Plot No.4,
Sector -35-B, Chandigarh and result of the counseling was uploaded on Markfed
website. After considering the eligible candidates, some posts in various categories
still remain unfilled. Therefore, candidates who are next in merit are being called for
the 3rd counseling.
The following candidates are required to personally present their original
certificates regarding proof of age, Punjabi pass, essential qualification, computer
knowledge and experience certificate as per the prescribed Qualification/
requirement of the post and certificate of category under which reservation/ age
relaxation has been sought in the office of Punjab State Cooperative Supply and
Marketing Federation Limited (MARKFED), Plot No.4, Sector -35-B, Chandigarh on
26th & 27th Dec. 2016 as per the schedule given below:-

On 26.12.2016 at 10.00 AM to 5.00 PM
Sr. No Name of post

Category

Roll Numbers as per merit list

1.

SC

575727, 575570, 575614, 575858, 575779.

Gen

575704, 575726, 575774, 575817, 575816.

SC

576262, 575614, 575020. 576014, 575905.

BC

576205, 575903, 576167, 576019, 575624.

Gen

576047, 576032, 576104, 575714, 576044.

BC

575883, 576227, 575757, 576113, 575646.

Gen

571510,573349.

Field Officer
(Preservation)

2.

3.

4.

Field Officer (General)

Assistant Field Officer

Clerk

On 27.12.2016 at 10.00 AM to 5.00 PM
5.

Assistant Accountant

Gen

575307, 575498, 575091, 575303, 575487, 575288,
575245, 575158, 575228, 575326, 575144, 575387,
575063, 575119, 575482, 575541, 575275, 575156,
575504, 575015,575036, 575103, 575320, 575529,
575274, 575146, 575363, 575251, 575155, 575464,
575425, 575177, 575379, 575293, 575240, 575291*

SC

575416.

BC

575218, 575512, 575106, 575037, 575456, 575333,
575236, 575369, 575511, 575070, 575174, 575277,
575193, 575147, 575140.

*

“ Sh. Shubham Bansal (Roll No. 575291) had requested vide his email
dated 17.11.2016 that he shall not be able to attend the counseling on
18.11.2016 due to severe fever (typhoid). Since the candidate had informed
about his illness a day prior to scheduled date of counseling accordingly his
request has been considered and he has been allowed to appear in 3 rd
counseling”.
In case, a candidate fails to appear on the given date, it will be assumed that
candidate is not interested in taking up the appointment and the candidate next in
merit shall be offered the post. Candidates approximately 4.5 times the number of
the remaining vacant posts after the 1st & 2nd counseling have been invited for
verification of their documents.
It is clarified that mere appearing in the test, qualifying the same & invitation
to the counselling does not in any way entitle the candidate for appointment to the
post applied for. Appointment to the post is subject to fulfillment of prescribed
qualification, experience & verification of original documents in this regard. Further
the appointment shall be strictly as per the merit depending upon number of posts
available in the particular category. Reservation shall be as per policy/ instructions of
the Govt of Punjab.
Candidates are advised to submit one set of Self Attested copies of all the
documents on scheduled date of counseling.
No T. A / D. A will be paid to the candidates appearing in the counseling.
Candidates are advised to regularly check the department website for any
Information update.
While due care has been taken in preparing the result/ schedule of
counseling, the possibility of inadvertent errors cannot be ruled out. Managing
Director, Markfed reserves the right to rectify the same later on and his decision
shall be final and binding.
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